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Read This (No, seriously) 

LSAT is a registered trademark of Law School Admission Council, Inc. (LSAC).  LSAC does not 

review or endorse specific test preparation materials or services.  Neither Dan F. Oakes nor 

Acme LSAT Prep is affiliated with the Law School Admission Council, Inc. 

Here’s something else about the LSAC: They have some great products and critical information 

about the LSAT.  If you’re going to be taking the LSAT, spend a lot of time on their website: 

www.lsac.org. 

This book breaks down LSAT Prep Test 60 (June 2010).  It does not 

include Prep Test 60, nor does it reproduce the questions from Prep 

Test 60.  If you don’t have a copy of Prep Test 60, this book will be 

USELESS to you.  Either don’t buy this book or (much better) pick up a 

copy of Prep Test 60. 

Why doesn’t it include Prep Test 60?  Because of the combination of royalty payments AND 

licensing fees, I would have to raise the price of the book by more than you could buy LSAT 60 

from on your own.  Plus, some of you already have it, in which case ALL of the price increase 

would be you double-paying for nothing.  It’s better for you this way. 

One great place to get a hold of Prep Test 60 is at Cambridge LSAT, where you can download it 

instantly to your computer.  www.cambridgelsat.com.  Another great place is as part of the 

book “10 New Actual, Offical LSAT Preptests with Comparative Reading™” which is available at 

the LSAC website, on Amazon, at many if not most Barnes and Noble locations, and in college 

bookstores.  It includes Prep Tests 52-61 (all ten of ‘em) for a very low price.  Highly 

recommended. 

Excerpts from (in the form of references to) the questions of Prep Test 60 are included in this 

work are included with the permission of Law School Admissions Council, Inc., Box 2000, 

Newtown, PA 18940, the copyright owner.  LSAC does not review or endorse specific test 

preparation materials or services, and inclusion of said excerpts does not imply the review or 

endorsement of LSAC. 

 

 

Cover photo by Ken Sands. 

http://www.cambridgelsat.com/
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What This Book is, and How to Use It 

 What this book isn’t is an A-Z how-to book on the LSAT.  You will get a bunch of how-to 

general LSAT tips scattered through this book, but they’re in the context of addressing the 

specific questions of Prep Test 60.  This book assumes (excuse the personification) that you 

already have some knowledge of the LSAT.  So, for instance, when you get to the part that 

covers the logic games, there’s not preparatory “Hey, here’s how you diagram and attack a 

logic game” section; it just dives into the four games that appear in Prep Test 60 and assumes 

that you’re somewhat up to speed. 

 What it is is a breakdown of every question on Prep Test 60, and every answer choice.  It’s 

written in an over-my-shoulder approach that puts you in the mind of a knowledgeable LSAT taker.  Each 

question comes with a “Forethoughts” section that describes the thought process that occurs after 

reading a question (or a Reading Comp passage, or a Logic Game) – what to look for, what to watch out 

for, etc.  Then there’s an answer-choice-by-answer-choice breakdown of every question, followed by an 

“Afterthoughts” section where the most instructive takeaway points are elaborated upon. 

 The best way (if not the only way) to make good use of this book is to take Prep Test 60.  You 

don’t have to simulate full-blown test conditions, but it would be a good idea to put yourself on a timer 

and do at least one full section at a time.  As you take the test, mark the questions that you thought 

were hard – maybe there were some where you eliminated 2 or 3 answers, but guessed between the 

remaining 2 or 3.  You want to note which questions those are, because if you don’t, and you get one of 

them right, you won’t worry about it (and you should).  Then check out the questions you missed, the 

ones that were hard, the games you had trouble setting up or that took you too long…review the 

writings in here about those questions and games, particularly the answer you chose and the credited 

answer.  See why the right answer is right, or what it is about your answer that could have led you to 

eliminate it. 
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Dedication, Acknowledgements, and Inspirations 

Dedicated to Shelby Oakes, an extraordinarily supportive and wonderful mother.  She was also 

a heck of a home plate umpire, back in the day.   

Acknowledgements (and inspirations) in no particular order: 

Felicia Williams at LSAC for helping me to avoid stepping on legal toes as I try to continue to do 

what I do; Matt Cucchiaro at Campus Prep for turning me loose on countless future law 

students and trusting me with the freedom to create my own curriculum, being the first person 

to compensate me for my writing about the LSAT, AND providing a high-quality, low-cost 

alternative for students wanting to take LSAT prep courses.  www.campusprep.org; Morley at 

Cambridge LSAT (dot com) a great source of info about a lot of stuff, and whose website and 

books have done great things for students.  He’s a visionary; The whole gang at Acme LSAT 

Prep; Marilyn P., a fellow former journalist who will be sworn into the California State Bar in the 

near future, for being the first person to ask for my help while preparing for the LSAT, telling 

me how well I explained it, and telling me how much people actually pay for such services.  For 

better or for worse, Little Marilyn, you started all this; Boris M., with whom I once had the 

following conversation: “What are you doing this weekend?”  “I’m taking the LSAT.  You should 

take the LSAT.”  A few months later, I did.  A few years later, I was a lawyer.  So there you go; 

Michael D., who was the first person to pay me full-time to write.  Story meeting at the S.R.!  

That deserves a paragraph break. 

Tons of teachers/professors from elementary school through law school.  In chronological 

order: Diane Reed; Debbie Schiller; Dan Heiman; Nancy Rayl; Cornel Bonca (Times a hundred.  

Seriously); Joanne Gass; Chris Ruiz-Velasco; Sherri Sawicki; Martin Blaine; Irena Praitis; Mary 

Kay Crouch; Peter Arenella (Times a hundred.  Again, seriously.  It was a singular honor to learn 

the law from you); Steven Yeazell; Kirk Stark; Steve Derian; Tony Tolbert; Tom Holm; Sky 

Moore; and Michael Asimow. 

Family: The Oakeses, past & present; the Arendses (and with them, the Turners, Cornwells, & 

Wards); the Drakes (and likewise Strohmans and Walkers); the Wises. 

Friends, Romans, Countrymen, new & old: Cyn – sunshine, friend, Payroll Goddess; Razz, KIT 

(now KIL); Kip; Jason; Ken “The Sandman”; Maureen & Abbey – so similar, yet so different; 

Jimmy Q; Chuck “The Big Cat”; John (and by this, I mean Davidson); Beth (and, sure, why not, 

Glenn); Steve C.; Michelle L.D.M.; Randy S.; the gangs at the Anaheim Bridge Club (but 

especially Sharon N. and all of the Evanses), the Glendale Regency Bridge Center (but especially 

Tim Lolli, for putting up with me), Labate’s Chess Center, the Magic Café; and Burbank’s Open 

House Toastmasters and Toastmasters for Writers. 

http://www.campusprep.org/
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And those in various fields whose work I’m a fan of.  Greatness, in any field, inspires me: Steve, 

Bruce, Adrian, Dave, Nicko, and even Janick – Up the irons!; Raymond Carver; J.D. Salinger; 

while I’m on the subject of writing – John Irving.  If you haven’t read “A Prayer for Owen 

Meany,” for the love of God, put THIS down and do so at once.  The LSAT will still be here when 

you get back; Dennis Lehane; Michael Connelly; Robert Crais; T. Jefferson Parker; Lee Child; 

John Cazale; Betty White; Richard Jeni; Rod Serling; John, Terrence, Tony & Bill (saying “Ozzy” 

would have given it away); Edvard Munch; Salvador Sanchez; Whit Haydn; Bob Cassidy; Shoot 

Ogawa; Michael Vincent; Dave Wyndorf; Dexter Morgan; Billy Bob Thornton (I still can’t see 

even a little bit of him in Karl Childers); Steve Carell; and Ed Norton (who should have at least 3 

Oscars by now.  If you’re keeping score at home, that’s American History X, Primal Fear, and 

The People v. Larry Flynt (supporting but still)); and BUCKETHEAD. 

Sections 1 & 2 from the UCLA School of Law (and selected individuals from other sections and 

law schools – Jessica H. & Jill F., this means you), but most especially, the inner circle – Zach R., 

Patrick H., Paul B., Sarah R., Mike “Public Policy” M. 

And all of my students, past & present. 

Is this section getting long?  It’s my party; I’ll thank who I want to.  But, ok…on to the LSAT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


